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From: Egyptian Black Sand Company 

To:  

 
 

Invitation to Limited Tender 
For 

 Black Sand Proven Reserves Project  
At El Burulus Sand dunes 

Egypt 
 
 

Subject: 
 

Invitation for a limited distribution tender for Black sands mining, 

concentration and mineral separation, El Burulus project, Egypt 
 

The Egyptian Black Sand Company ( EBSC )  is a recently  licensed company  

in February 2016 by the Egyptian Cabinet ( registration number is 90697 in 15 /02/2016 ) 

, owned by Egyptian share  holders ( including  Nuclear Material Authority NMA) 

Egyptian Black Sands Company is located at National Service Projects Organization, next 

to Ahmed Galal Hospital and Heliopolis Company for Chemical Industries, Cairo, Egypt   

, Fax. 002 / 21816946   

E-mail : ebsc.egypt@gmail.com 

http://www.tpegypt.gov.eg/Nasharat/MbqrGT4sw2OK.PDF 

http://www.tpegypt.gov.eg/Nasharat/QPhjlYopi8XE.PDF 

www.facebook.com/EgyptTradepoint 
 

EBSC is pleased to consider your company for providing the recent equipments for mining, 

concentration and separation of El Burullus black sand minerals, and share in the current 

stage of tender, since you are one of the world experienced leaders in manufacturing and 

providing modern technologies in this field.   
 

The Egyptian Black Sand Company (EBSC) announces for a technical and financial offers 

from the world leader specialized companies in mining , concentration and separation of 

black sand minerals. The subject of the present tender is: 

1- Preparation and delivery of the detailed engineering of mining , mineral concentration 

and mineral separation from El Burullus mineral sand dunes project with an inlet rate 

of raw material no less than 2500 – 3500 tph . ( in case of delivery of two dredges , 

the inlet capacity of the dredge shall not be less than 2000 tph). 

2- Supply of the equipments and materials required for implementation of the required 

technology for the project. In addition, to provide installation, test operation, training 

for national engineers, technicians, operators and inspectors, and supply of spare parts 

all over the mine life (at least 20 years).   
  

http://www.tpegypt.gov.eg/Nasharat/MbqrGT4sw2OK.PDF
http://www.tpegypt.gov.eg/Nasharat/QPhjlYopi8XE.PDF
http://www.facebook.com/EgyptTradepoint
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The previous items are based on (as a guide) a Comprehensive Feasibility Study (CFS), 

conducted by an international specialist firm (Mineral Technology Company) 
 

EBSC may accept tenders that introduce modern modifications and technologies to the  

CFS provided that it will provide better recovery and/ or lower cost , and /or lower power 

consumption, and /or longer durability , in addition to issuing a documented  guarantee for 

these technologies . 

The tendered technology aims to produce at least six minerals (Ilmenite, Rutile, Zircon, 

Garnet, Magnetite and Monazite), considering the Egyptian Ilmenite characteristics  

Your company is invited to submit individual or consortium offers for the integrated 

equipments required for the project.  

The plant construction and the infrastructures are excluded from the offers prices since 

they will be executed by national local companies, except the delivery of the detailed 

engineering preparations that mentioned in item 1   
 

Tendering procedures: 

1- Upon receiving this invitation letter ,  you are kindly invited to purchase the TOR  

of the present tender against  a payable check amounts to $ 30,000 (USD) addressed to  

Egyptian Black Sands Company EBSC(CIB  bank, Cairo Egypt) for the purpose of the 

present tender The TOR and amendments   comprise the following: 

 The TOR consist of two volumes (Tendering and Contracting Conditions and 

Scope of Work). 

 A general summery of the entire CFS. 

 A soft copy of the CFS (consist of 9 volumes and some of the relevant appendixes). 

Note: MT sent an approval to Permit third parties to have a copy of its CFS, which 

had been done for El Burulus. 

Receiving the documents can be conducted in one of the following options (Companies 

must send a copy of the passports by E-mail to: ebsc.egypt@gmail.com for who will get 

the limited tender documents  to EBSC , one week before his,her arrival to receive them : 

 1- By your company assigned representative or its agent in Egypt  

      (Company representative must have signed letter and the payable check)  

 2- By express mail to your company address. 

 3- A representative from your country commercial consulate in Egypt. 

That documents will be supplied from the EBSC headquarter at the address mentioned 

previously. 
 

The duration of availability for receiving the approval and checks for submission in the 

tender of the project will be until 1200 noon October 30th, 2016.  Cairo times. 

The Tendering companies are invited to submit their technical and financial tenders in no 

later than November, 30th, 2016 before 12, 00 noon Cairo local time. 

EBSC is pleased to inform that it will be ready to reply any questions and/or inquiries 

relevant to this invitation by Fax. 002 / 21816946 or by E-mail: ebsc.egypt@gmail.com 
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EBSC will held a meeting for the invited companies representatives in Cairo, at the EBSC 

headquarter located at the address mentioned previously, in addition, EBSC will arrange a site 

visit for the invited companies, representatives (Tendering companies will be informed with 

the exact date in the TOR).  In case of your acceptance to attend this meeting, please inform 

EBSC by Fax or E-mail. 

 

Finally, please accept our gratitude for your participation in this limited tender, and we are 

looking forward to complete the tender processing. 
 

 

 

                                      

Best regards 

Sincerely Yours 

Chairman of the Board 

Managing Director 
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